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DRIVE ASSIST DEVICE
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is a National Stage of International
Application No. PCT/JP2012/068726 filed Jul. 24, 2012, the
contents of all of which are incorporated herein by reference
in their entirety.
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TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a drive assist device for
assisting the driving of a driver.

15

BACKGROUND ART

A device is known, which enforces stopping of a vehicle
at a place where the vehicle does not interfere with the
traveling of other vehicles when a driver's consciousness is
detected to be diminished. For example, in Patent Literature
1 below, a device is disclosed, in which, when the dimin

ished consciousness of the driver is detected during driving,
a surrounding road situation ahead is detected, a target
stopping position is determined, and the vehicle is automati
cally driven to the target stopping position by a steering
control and a brake control, and then, emergency evacuation

25

of the vehicle is caused.
CITATION LIST

30

Patent Literature

2
and receives a reply to the inquiry from the driver; and a
control unit that performs the emergency evacuation control
when the consent confirmation unit receive the reply per
mitting the performing of the emergency evacuation control
from the driver. During a period from the time of receiving
the control start signal from the start signal output unit to the
time of receiving the reply of permitting the performing of
the control from the driver by the consent confirmation unit,
the control unit alleviates conditions for performing a pre
ventive drive assist that assists the traveling of the vehicle.
In the drive assist device in the present invention, during
a period from the time of receiving the control start signal
from the start signal output unit to the time of receiving the
answer of permitting the performing of the control from the
driver by a reply reception unit, the conditions for perform
ing a preventive drive assist that assists the traveling of the
vehicle are alleviated, and the preventive drive assist can
easily be performed. Accordingly, it is possible to prevent
the behavior of the vehicle due to an erroneous operation by
the driver from giving discomfort to the drivers of surround
ing vehicles during the period of a time from receiving the
control start signal to a time obtaining the drivers agree
ment on performing the emergency evacuation control.
In addition, the drive assist device according to the
present invention may further include: a traveling informa
tion acquisition unit that acquires traveling information of
the vehicle; an environmental information acquisition unit
that acquires environmental information regarding an envi
ronment Surrounding the vehicle; and a risk level acquisition
unit that acquires a risk level for the vehicle colliding with
an obstacle base on at least one of the traveling information
and the environmental information. when the risk level is

Patent Literature 1 Japanese Unexamined Patent Appli
cation Publication No. 2007-331652

35

higher than a predetermined risk level, the control unit may
alleviate the conditions for performing the preventive drive
assist.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem
40

As disclosed in Patent Literature 1, in an emergency
evacuation of a vehicle, performing an emergency evacua
tion control under a condition of obtaining a consent with
respect to the performing of the emergency evacuation
control from a driver can be considered. However, in this

case, there is a problem in that the driver may perform a
dangerous operation Such as an erroneous operation during
a period from the time of the driver's consciousness being
diminished to the time of receiving the consent from the
driver. In such a case, there is a possibility that a behavior
of the vehicle by a driving operation may give discomfort to
the drivers of surrounding vehicles.
Therefore, the present invention has an object to prevent
the behavior of the vehicle during the period of obtaining the
driver's consent on performing the emergency evacuation
control from giving discomfort to the drivers of the sur
rounding vehicles.

45

50

level increases.

55

Solution to Problem
60

A drive assist device according to the present invention
includes: a start signal output unit that outputs a control start
signal; a consent confirmation unit that inquires of a driver,
when receiving the control start signal from the start signal
output unit, whether the driver consents to performing of an
emergency evacuation control for stopping a vehicle at a
safe position regardless of a driving operation of the driver,

According to Such a configuration, the conditions for
performing the preventive drive assist are alleviated in a
case where the risk level for the vehicle colliding with an
obstacle is high. Therefore, during the period of a time from
receiving the control start signal to a time obtaining the
drivers agreement on performing the emergency evacuation
control, it is possible to reliably prevent the behavior of the
vehicle due to an erroneous operation by the driver from
giving discomfort to the drivers of the Surrounding vehicles
during the period of obtaining the drivers agreement from
giving discomfort to the drivers of the Surrounding vehicles.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, the control unit may alleviate the condi
tions for performing the preventive drive assist as the risk

65

According to Such a configuration, as the risk level for the
vehicle colliding with an obstacle increases, the preventive
drive assist can easily be performed. Therefore, it is possible
to reliably prevent the behavior of the vehicle due to an
erroneous operation by the driver from giving discomfort to
the drivers of the surrounding vehicles.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, in a case where the vehicle is positioned
in an intersection, the risk level acquisition unit may set the
risk level higher than that in a case where the vehicle is
traveling on a single road.
According to such a configuration, the risk level at an
intersection where many obstacles exit is set high. There
fore, it is possible to appropriately set the risk level.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, in a case where the vehicle is positioned

US 9,505,411 B2
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near intersection, the risk level acquisition unit may set the
risk level higher than that in a case where the vehicle is
traveling on a single road.
According to Such a configuration, the risk level near
intersection where more obstacles exit than on a single road
is set high. Therefore, it is possible to appropriately set the
risk level.

In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, in a case where an steering amount of a
steering wheel by the driver is equal to or smaller than a
predetermined steering amount, and lateral acceleration of
the vehicle is equal to or larger than a predetermined lateral
acceleration or an amount of change in yaw rate is equal to
higher than a predetermined amount of change in yaw rate,
the risk level acquisition unit sets the risk level higher than
that in a case where the steering amount of steering wheel by
the driver is larger than the predetermined steering amount,

10

15

or in a case where lateral acceleration of the vehicle is

Smaller than a predetermined lateral acceleration and an
amount of change in a yaw rate is Smaller than a predeter
mined amount of change in yaw rate.
In a case where it is difficult to drive the vehicle normally

Among the drive assists, there is a dangerous assist that is
performed when the driver cannot drive the vehicle nor
mally. According to the configuration, it is determined
whether or not the starting operation of the drive assist by
the driver is an erroneous operation. Therefore, it is possible
to detect the operation of the dangerous drive assist.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, the erroneous operation determination
unit may determine whether or not a release operation of the
preventive drive assist by the driver is an erroneous opera
Among the drive assists, there is also a dangerous assist
that is released in a case where the driver cannot drive the

25

increases due to an external disturbance Such as a level

unevenness on the road or a cant, there is a possibility that
the vehicle may leave the traveling road. According to Such
a configuration, the risk level is set high in a case where the
amount of steering is Small and the amount of change in
lateral acceleration of the vehicle and in yaw rate are small.
Therefore, it is possible to appropriately set the risk level.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, the start signal output unit may be a
switch operated by the driver.
According to Such a configuration, it is possible to cause
the emergency evacuation control to be performed according

tion.

tion.

due to diminished consciousness of the driver, the amount of

steering is considered to be decreased. In this case, if the
amount of change in lateral acceleration or in yaw rate

4
ous operation determination unit may determine the accel
eration operation by the driver as an erroneous operation.
According to Such a configuration, it is possible to deter
mine a rapid acceleration operation which is considered not
to be performed by the driver in an ordinary situation as an
erroneous operation.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, the erroneous operation determination
unit may determine whether or not a starting operation of the
preventive drive assist by the driver is an erroneous opera

vehicle normally. According to the configuration, it is deter
mined whether or not the release operation of the drive assist
by the driver is an erroneous operation. Therefore, it is
possible to detect the operation of the dangerous drive assist.
Advantageous Effects of Invention

30

35

According to an aspect of the present invention, it is
possible to prevent the behavior of the vehicle during the
period of obtaining the driver's consent on performing the
emergency evacuation control from giving discomfort to the
drivers of Surrounding vehicles.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

to the drivers intention.

In addition, the drive assist device according to the
present invention may further include an erroneous opera

40

tion determination unit that determines whether or not a

driving operation of the driver is an erroneous operation.
When it is determined that the operation of the driver is an
erroneous operation by the erroneous operation determina
tion unit, the control unit may alleviate the conditions for
performing the preventive drive assist.
According to Such a configuration, when it is determined
that the operation of the driver is an erroneous operation, the
conditions for performing the preventive drive assist are
alleviated. Therefore, it is possible to reliably prevent the
behavior of the vehicle due to the erroneous operation by the
driver from giving discomfort to the drivers of the surround
ing vehicles.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, when a variation of a steering angle of the
driver's steering over time is equal to or larger than a
predetermined variation of the steering angle over time, the
erroneous operation determination unit may determine the
steering operation by the driver as an erroneous operation.
According to Such a configuration, it is possible to deter
mine a rapid steering operation which is considered not to be
performed by the driver in an ordinary situation as an
erroneous operation.
In addition, in the drive assist device according to the
present invention, when a variation of a throttle opening by
the driver over time is equal to or larger than a predeter
mined variation of a throttle opening over time, the errone

45

50

55

60

FIG. 1 is a block configuration diagram of a drive assist
device in the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a flow until an emergency
evacuation assist is performed in the drive assist device in
the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a determi
nation map.
FIG. 4 is a diagram for explaining an example of a method
of calculating a proximity degree parameter r.
FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining an example of a
TTC-TTV map.
FIG. 6 is a diagram for explaining another example of a
method of calculating the proximity degree parameter r.
FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining another example of a
method of calculating the proximity degree parameter r.
FIG. 8 is a diagram for explaining another example of a
method of calculating the proximity degree parameter r.
FIG. 9 is a diagram for explaining an example of a method
of calculating an obstacle parameter k.
FIG. 10 is a diagram for explaining a notification manner
corresponding to a degree of risk.
FIG. 11 is flow chart illustrating an operation of a drive
assist device in a first embodiment.

65

FIG. 12 is a diagram for explaining a method of detecting
whether or not a driver is maintaining the steering.
FIG. 13(a) is a diagram for explaining a method of
detecting a level unevenness on the road Surface, and FIG.
13(B) is a diagram for explaining a method of detecting a
cant on the road Surface.

US 9,505,411 B2
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FIG. 14(A) is a diagram explaining a steering assist
control performed in a case where a level unevenness exists
on the road Surface, and FIG. 14(b) is a diagram explaining
a deceleration control performed in a case where a level
unevenness exists on the road Surface.

FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of a drive
assist device in a second embodiment.

FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a trend of driving force,
a distance to a preceding vehicle, and a set vehicle speed of
a host vehicle in a case where a starting operation of an ACC
is recognized, and illustrating a trend of driving force, a
distance to a preceding vehicle, and a set vehicle speed of the
host vehicle in a case where the starting operation of the

10

6
trian around the vehicle, a bicycle, a motorcycle, facilities
on the vehicle or on the road side, and, for example, is a
millimeter-wave radar or an ultrasonic Sonar. The navigation
system 14 is means for performing a route guidance using
position information of the host vehicle acquired by the GPS
11 and map information stored in a predetermined storage
unit. The white line recognizing camera 15 is means for
recognizing white lines of a lane on which the host vehicle
is traveling using imaging means mounted on the host
vehicle. The environmental information acquisition unit 10
outputs environmental information regarding the environ
ment surrounding the vehicle detected by the GPS 11, the
vehicle-mounted communication device 12, the front sensor

ACC is invalidated.

and rear side sensor 13, the navigation system 14, and the
white line recognizing camera 15, to the determination

FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a trend of a torque and
a yaw rate of the host vehicle in a case where a starting
operation of an LKA is recognized, and illustrating a trend
of a torque and a yaw rate of the host vehicle in a case where
the starting operation of the LKA is invalidated.
FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating a trend of lateral accel
eration and a yaw rate of the host vehicle in a case where a
release operation of VSC is recognized, and illustrating a
trend of lateral acceleration and a yaw rate of the host
vehicle in a case where the release operation of VSC is

15

invalidated.

25

detecting acceleration of the host vehicle in a front-back
direction or in a lateral direction. The traveling information
acquisition unit 20 outputs the traveling information
detected by the steering angle sensor 21, the vehicle speed

30

tion control unit 40.

FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating a trend of a preceding
vehicle TTC and distance to the preceding vehicle of the
host vehicle in a case where a release operation of a PCS is
recognized, and illustrating a trend of driving force of the
host vehicle in a case where the release operation of a PCS

control unit 40.

The traveling information acquisition unit 20 includes a
steering angle sensor 21, a vehicle speed sensor 22, and an
acceleration sensor 23. The steering angle sensor 21 is a
sensor for detecting a steering angle of the host vehicle. The
vehicle speed sensor 22 is a sensor for detecting a vehicle
speed of the host vehicle by detecting a rotation speed of the
vehicle axle. The acceleration sensor 23 is a sensor for

is invalidated.

sensor 22, and the acceleration sensor 23, to the determina

The driver state detection unit 30 is means for recognizing

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present inven
tion will be described in detail referring to the drawings. In
the description below, the same or equivalent elements are
referred to by the same reference signs and the description
thereof will not be repeated.

35

40

First Embodiment

FIG. 1 is a block configuration diagram of functions of a
drive assist device 1 in the first embodiment of the present
invention. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the drive assist device 1

45

includes an environmental information acquisition unit 10, a
traveling information acquisition unit 20, a driver State
detection unit (start signal output unit) 30, a determination
control unit 40, a drive assist HMI (Human Machine Inter
face) 50, a drive assist unit 60, an actuator 70, a drive

50

recorder 80, and a notification unit 90. The drive assist

The environmental information acquisition unit 10

consciousness, the driver state detection unit 30 outputs an
emergency evacuation start signal (the control start signal)
indicating a start of an emergency control processing, to the
determination control unit 40. The driver state detection unit

includes a GPS 11, a vehicle-mounted communication
55

30 may detect the state of the driver by any arbitrary method
Such as a case of detecting a Sway of the steering of the
driver.

The switch 33 is a switch for starting an emergency
evacuation control by the drive assist device 1, and is
operated by the driver. When the switch 33 is pressed by the
60

driver to be in ON state, the driver state detection unit 30

outputs the emergency evacuation start signal indicating the
starting of the emergency control processing, to the deter

mounted communication device 12 is a communication

device that performs a vehicle-to-vehicle communication

mination control unit 40. The driver state detection unit 30

between the host vehicle and another vehicle, and a road
to-vehicle communication between the host vehicle and road

side infrastructure Such as an optical beacon. The front
sensor and rear side sensor 13 is means for detecting a
position and a moving speed of obstacles Such as a pedes

includes a physiological measurement device (conscious
ness level acquisition unit) 31, a gaZe and face direction
measurement device (consciousness level acquisition unit)
32, and a switch 33. The physiological measurement device
31 is means for detecting the state of the driver by measuring
a heart rate, a pulse rate and a respiratory rhythm of the
driver of the host vehicle. The gaze and face direction
measurement device 32 is means for detecting a gaZe and
face direction of the driver by imaging a head of the driver
by a camera and detecting a movement of the eyeballs and
the face. In a case where the physiological measurement
device 31 or the gaZe and face direction measurement device
32 detects that the driver is in the state of diminished

device 1 is mounted on the host vehicle.

device 12, a front sensor and rear side sensor 13, a naviga
tion system 14, and a white line recognizing camera 15. The
global positioning system (GPS) 11 is means for receiving
signals from a plurality of GPS satellites by a GPS receiver,
and measuring a position of the host vehicle from the
difference between each received signal. The vehicle

a state of the driver of the host vehicle. The driver state
detection unit 30 detects whether or not the driver of the host
vehicle is in a state of diminished consciousness due to a
seizure or a snooze. The driver state detection unit 30

65

may output the emergency evacuation start signal after
acquiring an intention of the driver to perform the emer
gency evacuation control by any arbitrary method such as a
case of detecting a voice of a driver intending to perform the

US 9,505,411 B2
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7
emergency evacuation by a microphone. The driver state
detection unit 30 configures a start signal output unit in

configure a consent confirmation unit in Claims attached

Claims attached hereto.

hereto.

The determination control unit 40 integrally controls the
drive assist device 1 and is means for performing an opera
tion of an emergency evacuation device and a preventive

The drive assist unit 60 is means for performing the
preventive drive assist that assists the traveling of the
vehicle based on the control signal from the determination
processing ECU 40. The drive assist unit 60 includes an
adaptive cruise control (ACC) 61, a pre-crush safety (PCS)
62, a lane keeping assist (LKA) 63, and a vehicle stability
control (VSC) 64. The ACC 61 functions as a constant speed
traveling control device that causes the host vehicle to travel
at a predetermined speed with respect to the preceding

consent confirmation unit 41 and the drive assist HMI 50

drive assist. The determination control unit 40 includes a

consent confirmation unit 41, an erroneous operation deter
mination unit 42, a risk level acquisition unit 43, and a
control unit 44. The consent confirmation unit 41, when

receiving the emergency evacuation start signal from the
driver state detection unit 30, outputs an inquiry signal
inquiring of the driver whether or not to perform the
emergency evacuation control, to the drive assist HMI 50.
The erroneous operation determination unit 42 is means for
determining whether the driving operation by the driver is an
erroneous operation or not based on the environmental
information output from the acquisition unit 10 and the
traveling information output from the environmental infor
mation acquisition unit 10 and the traveling information
acquisition unit 20. The risk level acquisition unit 43 is
means for acquiring a risk level for the host vehicle colliding

10

vehicle and a vehicle-to-vehicle distance control device that
15

The PCS 62 functions as a collision avoidance assist device
that causes the host vehicle to avoid collision with an

obstacle. The LKA 63 functions as a lane keeping assist
device that causes the host vehicle to travel while staying in
a lane. The VSC 64 functions as a horizontal slip prevention
control device that suppress the horizontal slip of the
vehicle. The drive assist unit 60 drives actuators such as an

with obstacles such as another vehicle or a structure based

on the environmental information output from the environ
mental information acquisition unit 10 and the traveling
information output from the traveling information acquisi
tion unit 20. The control unit 44 is means for performing the
emergency evacuation control in a case where an answer
which permits performing the emergency evacuation control
is received from the driver. The emergency evacuation
control is a control of causing the vehicle to stop at a safe
position regardless of the driver's driving operation. In

25

driver.

The drive assist HMI 50 includes a display 51, a speaker
52, a cancel switch 53, and lights and displays 54. The drive
assist HMI 50, when receiving the inquiry signal from the
determination control unit 40, the emergency evacuation
control to be performed is notified to the driver by an image
of the display 51, a voice of speaker 52, or the lights and
displays 54, and inquires of whether the emergency evacu
ation control is permitted to be performed or not. When the
driver reply with the consent (agreement) to perform the
emergency evacuation control by pressing down the Switch
33, the drive assist HMI 50 outputs a permit signal indicat
ing the permission to perform the emergency evacuation

30

recorder 80 records a state of occupants, a behavior of the
driver (for example, presence or absence of inattentive
driving or drowsy driving), and an operation state of the
drive assist HMI 50 before and after the collision, using a
CaCa.

35

The notification unit 90 is means for notifying other
vehicles around the host vehicle of a danger, and physically
includes a horn, hazard lights, and headlights. When receiv
ing the emergency evacuation start signal from the driver
state detection unit 30, the notification unit 90 is controlled

40

by the control unit 40, and notifies the other vehicles around
the host vehicle of a danger.
Next, the preventive drive assist performed in the deter
mination control unit 40 will be described in detail. First, in

45
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control, to the determination control unit 40. In addition,

when the cancel switch 53 is operated by the driver, the
performing of the emergency evacuation control is can
celled. The drive assist HMI50 may output the permit signal
to the determination control unit 40 after being inquired of
whether the emergency evacuation control is permitted to be
performed or not, for example, in a case where the consent
on performing the emergency evacuation control is
answered by a voice, or in a case where there is no answer
from the driver within a predetermined time frame. Further
more, the drive assist HMI 50 may cancel the performing of
the emergency evacuation control after being inquired of
whether the emergency evacuation control is permitted to be
performed or not, and in a case where the driver continu
ously presses down the switch 33 multiple times. The

electric control braking system (ECB) 71 which is the
actuator 70, an electronic parking brake (EPB) 72, and an
electric power steering (EPS) 73 such that those drive assists
are performed.
The drive recorder 80 is means for recording a state inside
of the vehicle before and after the collision. The drive

addition, the control unit 44 alleviates a condition for

performing the preventive drive assist that assists the trav
eling of the vehicle during a period (hereafter, referred to as
“waiting period) from the time of receiving the emergency
evacuation start signal from the driver state detection unit 30
to the time of receiving the answer of permitting the per
forming of the emergency evacuation control from the

causes the host vehicle to travel with following the preced
ing vehicle at a predetermined vehicle-to-vehicle distance.

55
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order to make it easy to understand the control by the drive
assist device 1, a flow of the control by the drive assist
device 1 will be described using FIG. 2. When the switch 33
is pressed down by the driver and the drive assist is
determined to be performed, the drive assist device 1
explains to the driver that the emergency evacuation control
is to be performed. Then, the driver determines to delegate
a control of the vehicle to the device. When the drive assist

device 1 confirms the delegation of the control, the emer
gency evacuation assist is performed. The determination
control unit 40 alleviates the conditions for performing the
preventive drive assist during the waiting period from the
time of determination by the driver to perform the drive
assist to the time of confirming the consent of the driver.
In the waiting period, the erroneous operation determina
tion unit 42 determines whether or not the operation of the
driver is an erroneous operation using a determination map
illustrated in FIG. 3. The determination map illustrated in
FIG. 3 is stored in advance in a predetermined storage unit
in the drive assist device 1, and is a reference for determin

65

ing whether or not the operation of the driver is an erroneous
operation from the points of view that the driving operation
of the driver is unnatural, dangerous, or poses a danger to the
Surroundings, from the Surrounding environment. The deter
mination map, as illustrated in FIG. 3, is stored in associa
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tion with the traveling position of the host vehicle, the
driving operation of the driver, and the information indicat
ing whether or not the driving operation is appropriate at the
traveling position. In the determination map illustrated in
FIG. 3, “O'” indicates that the operation is appropriate, “x'
indicates that that the operation is inappropriate. “A” indi
cates that there is a probability of being inappropriate. For
example, generally, the operation of the parking brake or
operation of a shift lever of an automatic transmission
vehicle in the intersection is rarely considered. Therefore, in
the determination map, the operation of the “parking brake'
“in the intersection' is associated with the "erroneous opera
tion”. In addition, in the waiting period in which there is a
possibility of the driver being in a state of diminished
consciousness, it is dangerous to perform a releasing opera
tion of the drive assist (for example, the PCS 62 or the VSC
64) for securing the safety of the host vehicle. Therefore, in
the determination map, the operation to turn OFF the switch
of the drive assist is associated with the erroneous operation.
In determining whether or not the operation of the driver
is the erroneous operation, the erroneous operation determi
nation unit 42 acquires information that the host vehicle is
traveling which position of an intersection, near an inter
section (for example, up to 30 meters before and after an
intersection), or a single road based on the environmental
information output from the environmental information
acquisition unit 10. A single road here indicates a traveling
position except at an intersection or near an intersection. The
erroneous operation determination unit 42 acquires the trav
eling position of the host vehicle from the environmental
information, and acquires the driving operation of the driver
from the traveling information. Then, the erroneous opera

10

15
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tion by a method described below. That is, in a case where
the variation of the steering angle by a driver's steering over
time is equal to or larger than a predetermined variation of
steering angle over time during the waiting period, the
erroneous operation determination unit 42 may determine
that the steering operation by the driver is an erroneous
operation. In addition, in a case where the variation of the
drivers throttle opening over time is equal to or larger than
a predetermined variation of throttle opening over time
during the waiting period, the erroneous operation determi
nation unit 42 may determine that the acceleration operation
by the driver is an erroneous operation. In this case, the
control unit 44 ignores the steering operation or the accel
eration operation determined as the erroneous operation, and
controls the erroneous operation not to be performed.
In addition, the determination control unit 40 calculates a

risk level of traveling based on the environmental informa
tion output from the environmental information acquisition
unit 10 and the traveling information output from the
traveling information acquisition unit 20, and the control
unit 90 notifies surrounding vehicle of the risk according to
the magnitude of the risk level. Here, the risk level is a level
of risk for the host vehicle colliding with an obstacle such as
another vehicle, in other words, the risk level is a size of
25

influence of the operation of the driver on the surrounding
vehicle. The risk level acquisition unit 43 of the determina
tion control unit 40 calculates a risk level T using Formula
(1). In Formula (1), D indicates a state level of the driver.

30

on the output of the driver state detection unit 30, for
example, in a case where the consciousness level of the
driver is low, the state level D of the driver is set large. In

The state level D of the driver is a value determined based

tion determination unit 42 determines whether or not the

a case where the consciousness level of the driver is not

operation of the driver is an erroneous operation referring to
the determination map, based on the acquired traveling
position of the host vehicle and the driving operation of the
driver. In a case where it is determined that the driving
operation of the driver is an erroneous operation (that is, in
a case where the operation corresponding to “X” in the
determination map is performed), and in a case where it is
determined that there is a possibility of an erroneous opera
tion (that is, in a case where the operation corresponding to
“A” in the determination map is performed), the erroneous
operation determination unit 42 outputs a control prohibition
signal that prohibits the driving operation, to the control unit
44. The control prohibition signal may be output to the
control unit 44 only in a case where it is determined that the
driving operation of the driver is an erroneous operation.
The control unit 44, when receiving the control prohibi
tion signal from the erroneous operation determination unit
42, ignores the erroneous operation by the driver, and
performs control Such that the erroneous operation is not
performed. That is, in a case where the operation of the
driver is an erroneous operation, the control unit 44 prohibits
an overriding by the driver. For example, in a case where the
parking brake is pulled in the intersection during the waiting
period, that operation is determined to be the erroneous
operation, the braking operation by the parking brake not
being performed by the control unit 44. On the other hand,
in a case where it is determined that the operation of the
driver is not the erroneous operation of the driver by the
erroneous operation determination unit 42, and in a case
where the control prohibition signal is not received from the
erroneous operation determination unit 42, the control unit
44 performs the operation by the driver.
The erroneous operation determination unit 42 may deter
mine that the operation of the driver is an erroneous opera

detected, the state level D of the driver may always be one.
35

d: a distance parameter determined based on the distance
between the host vehicle and an intersection

k: an obstacle parameter determined based on the region
40

45

50
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in which an obstacle exists

r: a proximity degree parameter determined based on a
proximity degree of the host vehicle and an obstacle
v: a relative speed parameter determined based on the
relative speed of the host vehicle and the obstacle
Wd: a coefficient which is a weighting for the distance
parameter d
Wk: a coefficient which is a weighting for the obstacle
parameter k
Wr: a coefficient which is a weighting for the proximity
degree parameter r
Wv: a coefficient which is a weighting for the relative
speed parameter V
The distance parameter d and the relative speed parameter
V in Formula (1) are values uniquely acquired from the
output of the environmental information acquisition unit 10.
That is, as the host vehicle approaches an intersection, the
distance parameter d is set large. As a result, the value of the
calculated risk level T increases. In addition, as the relative

60

speed of the host vehicle and the obstacle increases, the
relative speed parameter V is set large. As a result, the value
of the calculated risk level T increases.

Hereinafter, a method of calculating the proximity degree
parameter r and the obstacle parameter k will be described
using detailed examples. FIG. 4(a) is a diagram illustrating
65

a scene in which a vehicle V0 that includes the drive assist

device 1 toward an intersection where a pedestrian P is
crossing is driving. The proximity degree parameter r is
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calculated using a TTC-TTV map illustrated in FIG. 5. TTC
(time to collision) indicates a predicted time that the vehicle
V0 will take to reach the movement line of the pedestrian P.
and the TTV (time to vehicle) indicates a predicted time that
the person will take to reach a movement line of the vehicle.
The risk level acquisition unit 43 plots the TTC and the
TTV output from the environmental information acquisition
unit 10 on the map illustrated in FIG. 5, and sets the
proximity degree parameter r such that the proximity degree
parameter r increases as the plotted position X approaches
the origin 0. This is because as the position X approaches the
origin 0, the possibility of a collision of the vehicle V0 and
the pedestrian P increases. In other words, the proximity
degree parameter r is determined by a degree of separation
between intervention lines A1 and A2 which will be

10

rear”, “rear”, “left rear, “left”, “left front, and “front.
15

described below. Generally, in a case where the plotted
position X is located within the predetermined intervention
line A1, the control unit 44 determines that there is a

possibility of collision of the person with the vehicle, and
performs the collision avoidance control. On the other hand,
during the waiting period, since there is a possibility that the
vehicle V0 will depart from the travel locus which is
predicted to be ordinarily taken, the control unit 44 changes
the intervention lines A1 and A2, and alleviates a starting
condition which is the reference for performing the collision

25

As illustrated in FIG. 4(b), even in a scene in which the
host vehicle V0 is traveling toward the intersection where a
vehicle V1 is entering, the risk level acquisition unit 43 can
calculate the TTC of the vehicle V0 and the TTV of the
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r=1/1
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and the vehicle V3 or the vehicle V4 and the distance 1 when

the vehicle V0 most closely approaches the vehicle V3 or the

In addition, the coefficient kó is assigned to the vehicle V7
that exists at the left of the vehicle V0. Accordingly, the
obstacle parameter k at time t1 is k2+k8+k6.
At time t2 after til, as illustrated in FIG. 9(c), the vehicle
V0 exits from the intersection far away from the travel lane.
In this case, the coefficient k3 is assigned to the vehicle V5
because it exists at the right rear of the vehicle V0, and the
coefficient k7 is assigned to the vehicle V6 because it exists
at the left front of the vehicle V0. In addition, the coefficient

55
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vehicle V0 near the intersection, and a scene, as illustrated

in FIG. 8(b), in which the vehicle V0 overtakes a parked
vehicle V4. That is, the risk level acquisition unit 43
calculates the relative speed parameter V of the vehicle V0

At time t1 after t0, as illustrated in FIG. 9(b), the vehicle
V0 is traveling in the intersection. In this case, the coefficient
k2 is assigned to the vehicle V5 because it exists at the right
of the vehicle V0. In addition, the coefficient k3 is assigned
to the vehicle V6 because it exists in front of the vehicle V0.

(2) 50

The method of calculating the proximity degree parameter
r using Formula (2) may applied to a scene, as illustrated in
FIG. 7, in which a motorcycle M overtakes the vehicle V0.
That is, the risk level acquisition unit 43 acquires the relative
speed parameter V of the vehicle V0 and the motorcycle M
and the distance 1 when the vehicle V0 and the motorcycle
M most closely approach each other, and calculates the
proximity degree parameter r from Formula (2) above.
The method of calculating the proximity degree parameter
r using Formula (2) may applied to a scene, as illustrated in
FIG. 8(a), in which a vehicle V3 interrupts in front of the

front of the vehicle V0. In addition, the coefficient k7 is
is k1+k8+k7.

sition unit 43 calculates a relative distance 1 between the
vehicle V0 and the vehicle V2 when the two vehicles most

closely approach in the future from the traveling path P1 and
the traveling path P2. Then, the risk level acquisition unit 43
calculates the proximity degree parameter r from Formula
(2) below.

intersection where vehicles V5 to V7 exist. At time to, as

assigned to the vehicle V7 that exists at the left front of the
vehicle V0. Accordingly, the obstacle parameter k at time to

vehicle V2 based on the environmental information and the

traveling information, and estimates a future traveling path
P1 of the vehicle V0 and a future traveling path P2 of the
right turning vehicle V2. Furthermore, the risk level acqui

Then, the risk level acquisition unit 43 calculates the
obstacle parameter k based on the sum of the coefficients k1
to k3 assigned to the detected obstacles. The coefficients k1
to k3 can be set to any arbitrary values. For example, since
there is considered to be a higher possibility of collision in
the future with an obstacle existing in front of the host
vehicle V0 than an obstacle existing at the rear, the coeffi
cient k3 may be set to a higher value than the coefficient k4.
The method of calculating the obstacle parameter k will
be described using specific examples. FIG. 9 is a diagram
illustrating a scene in which the vehicle V0 enters an
illustrated in FIG. 9(a), the vehicle V0 is traveling before the
intersection. In this case, the coefficient k1 is assigned to the
vehicle V5 that exists at the right front of the vehicle V0, the
coefficient k8 being assigned to the vehicle V6 that exists in

avoidance control.

vehicle V1, and can calculate the proximity degree param
eter r using the TTC-TTV map illustrated in FIG. 5.
Next, another method of calculating the proximity degree
parameter r will be described. FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating
a scene in which the host vehicle V0 is traveling toward the
intersection where a right turning vehicle V2 exists. In this
case, the risk level acquisition unit 43 calculates the relative
speed parameter V of the vehicle V0 and the right turning

12
vehicle V4, and then, calculates the proximity degree param
eter r from Formula (2) above.
Next, a method of calculating the obstacle parameter k
will be described. The obstacle parameter k is a value
determined based on an existing position of obstacles. The
risk level acquisition unit 43 detects at which of the follow
ing positions with respect to the position of the host vehicle
V0 as the center the obstacles exist: “right front”, “right'.
“right rear”, “rear”, “left rear”, “left”, “left front”, and
"front, and assigns coefficients k1 to k8 to the obstacles
existing at each positions of “right front”, “right”, “right

65

k5 is assigned to the vehicle V7 that exists at the left rear of
the vehicle V0. Furthermore, at time t2, there is an impend
ing wall W which is an obstacle in front of the vehicle V0
which is at a position away from the road. Therefore, the
coefficient k3 is assigned to the wall W. Accordingly, the
obstacle parameter k at time t2 is k3+k7+k5+k8.
In the above-described example, the method of calculat
ing the obstacle parameter k when the vehicle V0 enters the
intersection will be described. However, using the same
method, it is possible to calculate the obstacle parameter k
in a case where the host vehicle is traveling near an
intersection or a single road.
In addition, the risk level acquisition unit 43, in a case
where the host vehicle travels the intersection, may set the
risk level T to be larger than that in the case where the host
vehicle is traveling near an intersection or a single road. In
addition, the risk level acquisition unit 43, in a case where
the host vehicle is traveling near an intersection, may set the
risk level T to be larger than that in the case where the host
vehicle travels the single road.
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The risk level T is calculated by Formula (1) using the
parameters d, k, r, and V calculated as in the above-described
examples. The control unit 44 notifies the vehicles surround
ing the host vehicle of the risk with a different notification
level according to the magnitude of the risk level T to call
attention. An example of the notification level of the control
unit 44 will be described using FIG. 10. In a case where the
risk level T is larger than a first threshold value and smaller
than a second threshold value which is larger than the first
threshold value (risk level “small in FIG. 10), the control
unit 44 determines that the risk affects only a specific vehicle
among the vehicles Surrounding the host vehicle, or deter
mines that the risk is at a level requiring a defensive posture
So as not to be closer (that is, an emergency level is low), and
then, notifies the vehicles at rear or the rear side of the risk

by causing the brake lamp to blink.
In a case where the risk level T is larger than the second
threshold value and equal to or smaller thana third threshold
value which is larger than the second threshold value (risk
level “medium' in FIG. 10), the control unit 44 determines
that the risk affects only limited vehicles among the vehicles
Surrounding the host vehicle, or determines that the risk is at
a level requiring an avoidance (that is, an emergency level
is somewhat high), and then, notifies of the risk with respect
to the direction where the vehicles on which there may be an
influence exist. For example, in a case where the vehicles

10

15

environmental information, and determines whether or not

25

exists in front or behind, the control unit 44 causes the brake

lamp or a hazard lamp to blink. In addition, in a case where
the vehicle is an oncoming vehicle, the control unit 44
causes a high beam to blink. In addition, in a case where the
vehicle exists on a lane crossing at an intersection, the
control unit 44 notifies of the risk by causing revolving light
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device 1 determines whether or not the emergency evacua
tion start signal is received from the driver state detection
unit 30 (S1). In a case where the emergency evacuation start
signal is not received (No in S1), the processing ends. In a
case where the emergency evacuation start signal is received
(Yes in S1), the consent confirmation unit 41 of the deter
mination control unit 40 inquires of the driver whether or not

tions for performing the preventive drive assist in which the
risk for the traveling of the vehicle is avoided is alleviated
during the period from the time of receiving the emergency
evacuation start signal by the driver state detection unit 30
to the time of receiving the answer of permitting to perform
the control by the consent confirmation unit 41, and thus, the
preventive drive assist is easily performed. Accordingly,
during the period from the time of receiving the emergency
evacuation start signal to the time of obtaining the driver's
consent, it is possible to prevent the behavior of the vehicle
by an erroneous operation by the driver from giving dis
comfort to the drivers of surrounding vehicles.

50

Second Embodiment

Next, a second embodiment of the present invention will
be described. A drive assist device 1 in the second embodi
55

ment has almost the same configuration as the drive assist
device 1 in the first embodiment. However, the difference is

in the conditions for performing the preventive drive assist
and the content of the preventive drive assist determined in

interval.

First, the determination control unit 40 of the drive assist

(S8). Then, the control unit 44 performs the outputting of the
notification corresponding to the notification level according
to the risk level as illustrated in FIG. 10 (S9). When the
control unit 44 performs the outputting of the notification,
the series of drive assist processing ends.
In the drive assist device 1 described above, the condi

described above, as the calculated risk level T increases, a

higher notification level is set high.
Next, the operation of the drive assist device 1 in the
present invention will be described. FIG. 11 is flow chart
illustrating the operation of the drive assist device 1 in the
present embodiment. The processing illustrated in FIG. 11,
for example, is repeatedly performed from the timing of
power ON of the drive assist device 1 at a predetermined

operation of the driver is not an erroneous operation (No in
S5), the input is performed (S7).
Next, the risk level acquisition unit 43 determines the
notification level from the risk level T calculated in STEPS4

smaller than the first threshold value, the control unit 44

does not notify Surrounding vehicles of the risk. As

the operation of the driver is an erroneous operation using
the determination map illustrated in FIG. 3 (S5). In a case
where it is determined that the operation of the driver is an
erroneous operation (Yes in S5), the input is ignored (S6).
That is, the operation of the driver is invalidated. On the
other hand, in a case where it is determined that the

to be turned on or a horn to honk.

In a case where the risk level T is larger than the third
threshold value (risk level “large” in FIG. 10), the control
unit 44 determines that the risk affects unspecified vehicles,
or determines that the risk is at the level of requiring
emergency avoidance (that is, an emergency level is
extremely high), and then, notifies of the risk with respect to
all directions. For example, the control unit 44 notifies the
Surrounding vehicles of the risk by causing the revolving
light to be turned on together with causing the horn to honk.
In addition, the control unit 44 may cause the hazard lamp
and the brake lamp to blink. Here, the reason for causing
both of the hazard lamp and the brake lamp to blink is to
prevent confusion with a behavior of causing the hazard
lamp to blink for transmitting appreciation to Surrounding
vehicles. In a case where the risk level T is equal to or

14
the emergency evacuation control is permitted to be per
formed. With respect to the inquiry, in a case where the
answer of the consent on performing the emergency evacu
ation control is obtained from the driver (Yes in S2), the
emergency evacuation control is performed (S10) and the
processing ends. On the other hand, with respect to the
inquiry, in a case where the answer of the consent on
performing the emergency evacuation control is not
obtained from the driver (No in S2), the determination
control unit 40 acquires environmental information and the
traveling information from the environmental information
acquisition unit 10 and the traveling information acquisition
unit 20 (S3). Next, the risk level acquisition unit 43 calcu
lates the parameters d, k, r, and V using the environmental
information and the traveling information, and calculates the
risk level T from the parameters and the state level D of the
driver (S4).
Subsequently, the erroneous operation determination unit
42 acquires on which of an intersection, near an intersection,
or a single road the host vehicle is traveling from the

the determination control unit 40. Hereinafter, for the sake of
60

easy understanding, the description will be focused on the
differences from the drive assist device 1 in the first embodi

ment and repeated descriptions will be omitted.
In a case where the consciousness level of the driver is
65

diminished, it is considered that the driver's body is relaxed
and steering is not possible. In this case, if the vehicle is
steered by an external disturbance Such as a level uneven
ness or a cant on the road Surface, there is a possibility that

US 9,505,411 B2
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the vehicle may leave the road and collide with an obstacle.

16
unevenness on the road will be described referring to FIG.
14. In a case where the driver is not in a steering holding
state and a level unevenness is detected (that is, in a case

Therefore, in a case where an external disturbance Such as
a level unevenness or a cant on the road Surface is detected

in the state that the steering is not maintained by the driver,
the drive assist device 1 in the present invention performs a
deceleration control and a steering assist control by the ECB
71 and the EPS 73 as the preventive drive assist.
FIG. 12 is a diagram for explaining a method of detecting
whether or not a driver is maintaining the steering. The

where the acceleration G of the vehicle in the front and rear

horizontal axis in FIG. 12 indicates the time t and the vertical

10

axis indicates the steering angle (amount of steering) 0. The
dashed line in FIG. 12 indicates a steering angle change in
a general time series when the driver is in a state of
maintaining steering and the Solid line indicates a steering
angle change in a general time series when the driver is not
in a state of steering holding. As illustrated in FIG. 12,
generally, in a case where the driver does not maintain the
steering, the variation of the steering angle 0 is Smaller than
that in a case where the driver maintains the steering.

15

determination control unit 40 controls the ECB 71 and
causes the ECB 71 to start the deceleration control earlier

Therefore, the determination control unit 40 of the drive

assist device 1 calculates the variation of the steering angle

25

than the ordinary deceleration control illustrated by the
dashed line. In this way, the collision of the host vehicle with
the obstacle is prevented.
Next, the operation of the drive assist device 1 in the
present embodiment will be described. FIG. 15 is a flow
chart illustrating the operation of the drive assist device 1 in
the present embodiment. The processing illustrated in FIG.
15, for example, is repeatedly performed from the timing of
power ON of the drive assist device 1 at a predetermined

30

interval.

0 in time series, and in a case where the variation is Smaller

than a predetermined threshold value (a predetermined
amount of steering), it is determined that the driver does not
maintain the steering due to diminished consciousness or the
like.

FIG. 13(a) is a diagram for explaining a method of
detecting a level unevenness on the road Surface. The
horizontal axis in FIG. 13(a) indicates the time t and the
vertical axis indicates acceleration G of the vehicle in the

First, the determination control unit 40 of the drive assist

front-rear direction. The dashed line in FIG. 13(a) indicates
the acceleration change in the front-rear direction in time
series on a flat road Surface without level unevenness, and

the Solid line indicates the acceleration change in the front
rear direction in time series on a road surface with level
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unevenness. As illustrated in FIG. 13(a), if there is a level
unevenness on the road Surface, the acceleration G increases

over a certain time. Accordingly, in a case where a continu
ing duration of the acceleration exceeding a predetermined
threshold value is equal to or shorter than a certain duration,

40

the determination control unit 40 detects the existence of a
level unevenness.

FIG. 13(b) is a diagram for explaining a method of
detecting a cant on the road Surface. The horizontal axis in
FIG. 13(b) indicates the time t and the vertical axis indicates

45

acceleration G of the vehicle in the front-rear direction. The

dashed line in FIG. 13(b) indicates the acceleration change
in the front-rear direction in time series on a road Surface

without cant, and the Solid line indicates the acceleration

change in the front-rear direction in time series on a road
surface with cant. As illustrated in FIG. 13(b), if there is a

50

cant on the road surface, the acceleration increases over a

longer time than the case of the level unevenness. Accord
ingly, in a case where a continuous duration of the accel
eration exceeding a predetermined threshold value is longer

55

detects the existence of a cant. A level unevenness and a cant

may be detected based on the lateral acceleration, an amount
of change in yaw rate or a change in roll angle. In a case
60

mination control unit 40 determines that the risk level is

high.
In a case where the driver is not in a steering holding state
and a level unevenness or a cant is not detected, the

determination control unit 40 performs preventive drive
assist. The preventive drive assist performed by the deter
mination control unit 40 in a case where there is a level

device 1 determines whether or not the emergency evacua
tion start signal is received from the driver state detection
unit 30 (S.11). In a case where the emergency evacuation
start signal is not received (No in S11), the processing ends.
In a case where the emergency evacuation start signal is
received (Yes in S11), the consent confirmation unit 41 of
the determination control unit 40 inquires of the driver
whether or not the emergency evacuation control is permit
ted to be performed. With respect to the inquiry, in a case
where the answer of the consent on performing the emer
gency evacuation control is obtained from the driver (Yes in
S12), the emergency evacuation control is performed (S18)
and the processing ends.
On the other hand, with respect to the inquiry, in a case
where the reply of the consent on performing the emergency
evacuation control is not obtained from the driver (No in
S12), the determination control unit 40 determines whether
the amount of steering by the driver's steering is equal to or
smaller than a predetermined amount of steering (S13). In a
case where the amount of steering by the driver's steering is
larger than the predetermined amount of steering, the pro
cessing ends (No in S13). In a case where the amount of
steering by the driver's steering is equal to Smaller than the
predetermined amount of steering (Yes in S13), the deter
mination control unit 40 determines whether the acceleration

than a certain duration, the determination control unit 40

where a level unevenness or a cant is detected, the deter

direction is equal to or larger than the threshold value), as
illustrated in FIG. 14(a), the determination control unit 40
sets ON the erroneous input occurrence flag F. The deter
mination control unit 40, if the erroneous input occurrence
flag F is set to ON, controls the EPS 73 and provides a torque
So as to cancel the erroneous input (steering) caused by the
level unevenness. In this way, the host vehicle is prevented
from leaving. Furthermore, the determination control unit 40
changes the gear ratio by the variable gear ratio steering
(VGRS) and provides the torque T1 so as not to hurt the
driver by the rotation of the steering by the EPS 73, and
decreases the amount of the steering.
In addition, as illustrated in FIG. 14(b), in a case where
the erroneous input occurrence flag F is set to ON, the
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of the vehicle is equal to or larger than a predetermined
acceleration (S14).
In a case where the acceleration of the vehicle is not equal
to or larger than the predetermined acceleration (No in S14),
the processing ends. On the other hand, in a case where the
acceleration of the vehicle is equal to or larger than the
predetermined acceleration (Yes in S14), the determination
control unit 40 performs the deceleration control (S15) by
the ECB 71, the steering control (S16) by the EPS 73, and
the adjustment of the gear ratio (S17) by the VFRS. When
the deceleration control (S15) by the ECB 71, the steering
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control (S16) by the EPS 73, and the adjustment of the gear
ratio (S17) by the VFRS are performed, the determination
control unit 40 ends the series of drive assist processing.

18
forming the control of ignoring the driving operation of a
Sudden braking or Sudden acceleration by the driver.
Fourth Embodiment

As described above, in the drive assist device 1 in the

present embodiment, in a case where the amount of steering
is Small and the amount of change in lateral acceleration and
the yaw rate of the vehicle is large, the risk level is set to be
high. Therefore, it is possible to appropriately set the risk

Next, a fourth embodiment of the present invention will
be described. A drive assist device 1 in the fourth embodi

ment has almost the same configuration as the drive assist

level.

devices 1 in the first embodiment to the third embodiment.
10

Third Embodiment

However, the difference is in the conditions for performing
the preventive drive assist and the content of the preventive
drive assist determined in the determination control unit 40.

Next, a third embodiment of the present invention will be

Hereinafter, for the sake of easy understanding, the descrip

described. A drive assist device 1 in the third embodiment

has almost the same configuration as the drive assist devices

tion will be focused on the differences from the drive assist
15

1 in the first embodiment and the second embodiment.

However, the difference is in the conditions for performing
the preventive drive assist and the content of the preventive
drive assist determined in the determination control unit 40.

Hereinafter, for the sake of easy understanding, the descrip
tion will be focused on the differences from the drive assist
device 1 in the first embodiment and the second embodi

ment, and repeated descriptions will be omitted.
The drive assist device 1 in the present embodiment, if
there is a possibility that a sideslip of the vehicle may occur,
may easily cause the VSC 64 to perform the sideslip
prevention control as the preventive drive assist. First, an
ordinary operation of the VSC 64 will be described. The
VSC 64 is a device that detects the sideslip state of the
vehicle and prevents the sideslip state by controlling the
braking force and the driving force of each wheel. The VSC
64 performs the control when the vehicle speed V. steering
angle 0, the acceleration G, and the yaw rate Y satisfy the
control starting condition indicated by Formula (3) below.
When the VSC 64 performs the control, an input of a brake
hydraulic pressure P which is larger than a predetermined
hydraulic pressure P this ignored, and an input of a throttle
opening P which is larger than a predetermined throttle
opening A this ignored. That is, the VSC 64 prevents the
sideslip of the vehicle by ignoring the driving operation of
a Sudden braking or Sudden acceleration by the driver.

25
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Here, VSC ON th: a predetermined threshold value set
in advance.
The determination control unit 40 of the drive assist

45

device 1 changes the above Formula (3) to Formula (4)
during a waiting period. That is, the determination control
unit 40 alleviates the control starting condition of the VSC
64.

50

Here,

R VSC ON th: a predetermined threshold value set in
advance (R VSC ON thaVSC ON th)
In addition, in a case where the control starting condition
of the VSC 64 indicated in Formula (4) is satisfied, in the
determination control unit 40, the input of the brake hydrau
lic pressure P which is larger than the predetermined hydrau
lic pressure R P this ignored, and the input of the throttle
opening P which is larger than a predetermined throttle
opening R A this ignored. Here, the value of the hydraulic
pressure R P this smaller value than that of the predeter
mined hydraulic pressure P th, and the value of the throttle
opening R A this Smaller than that of the predetermined
throttle opening A th. That is, the VSC 64 can more reliably
prevent the sideslip of the vehicle than ordinarily by per
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device 1 in the first embodiment to the third embodiment,

and repeated descriptions will be omitted.
In the drive assist device 1 in the present embodiment, the
erroneous operation determination unit 42 determines
whether or not the starting operation or the release operation
by the driver for the drive assist by the drive assist unit 60
is an erroneous operation. In a case where it is determined
that the starting operation or the release operation of the
drive assist unit 60 by the driver is an erroneous operation
by the erroneous operation determination unit 42, the control
unit 44 invalidates the starting operation or the release
operation of the drive assist unit 60 by the driver. Herein
after, the operation of the determination control unit 40 will
be described using a specific drive assist.
The erroneous operation determination unit 42, in a case
where the driver performs turning ON of the ACC 61 during
a waiting period (starting operation), determines that the
starting operation is an erroneous operation. That is because,
when stopping the host vehicle is necessary due to dimin
ished consciousness of the driver, if the ACC 61 is operated,
when the preceding vehicle accelerates or departs from the
lane, the host vehicle follows the preceding vehicle or the set
vehicle speed increases, and then the host vehicle also
accelerates which is inappropriate.
FIG.16(a) illustrates the timing when an operation switch
of the ACC 61 is turned ON. FIG. 16(b)B is, in a case where
the starting operation of the ACC 61 is performed when the
preceding vehicle accelerates, a diagram illustrating a trend
of driving force of the host vehicle in a case where the
starting operation is recognized and a trend of driving force
of the host vehicle in a case where the starting operation is
invalidated. In FIG. 16(b), the trend of driving force of the
host vehicle in a case where the starting operation of the
ACC 61 is recognized is illustrated by a solid line and the
trend of driving force of the host vehicle in a case where the
ACC starting operation is invalidated is illustrated by a
dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 16(b), if the starting
operation of the ACC 61 is recognized, a constant speed
traveling control or a vehicle-to-vehicle distance control is
performed and the driving force increases. On the other
hand, if the starting operation of the ACC 61 is invalidated,
the driving force is kept constant.
FIG.16(c) is, in a case where the ACC starting operation
is performed when the preceding vehicle accelerates, a
diagram illustrating a trend of vehicle-to-vehicle distance to
the preceding vehicle in a case where the starting operation
is recognized and a trend of vehicle-to-vehicle distance to
the preceding vehicle in a case where the starting operation
is invalidated. In FIG. 16(c), the trend of vehicle-to-vehicle
distance of the host vehicle to the preceding vehicle in a case
where the ACC starting operation is recognized is illustrated
by a solid line, and the trend of vehicle-to-vehicle distance
of the host vehicle to the preceding vehicle in a case where
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the ACC starting operation is invalidated is illustrated by a
dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 16(c), if the starting
operation is recognized, a vehicle-to-vehicle distance con
trol is performed and the vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the
preceding vehicle is maintained. On the other hand, if the
ACC starting operation is invalidated, the host vehicle
decelerates and the vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the pre
ceding vehicle increases. In addition, in a case where the
constant speed traveling control is performed by the ACC
starting operation as well, the host vehicle accelerates and
the vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding vehicle can

10

be decreased.

FIG. 16D is, in a case where the ACC starting operation
is performed, a diagram illustrating a trend of the driving
force of the host vehicle in a case where the starting
operation is recognized and a trend of the driving force of
the host vehicle in a case where the starting operation is
invalidated. In FIG. 16(d), the trend of set vehicle speed of
the host vehicle in a case where the ACC starting operation
is recognized is illustrated by a solid line and the trend of set
vehicle speed of the host vehicle in a case where the ACC
starting operation is invalidated is illustrated by a dashed
line. As illustrated in FIG. 16(d), if the ACC starting
operation is recognized, the constant speed traveling control
device or the vehicle-to-vehicle distance control is per
formed and the set vehicle speed increases level uneven
nesswise. On the other hand, if the ACC starting operation
is invalidated, the set vehicle speed is kept constant.
The erroneous operation determination unit 42, in a case
where the driver operates to turn ON the LKA 63 during a
waiting period (starting operation), determines that the start
ing operation is an erroneous operation. That is because,
when it is necessary to stop the host vehicle due to dimin
ished consciousness of the driver, if the LKA 63 is operated,
the host vehicle continues to travel which is inappropriate.
FIG. 17(a) illustrates the timing when an operation switch
of the LKA 63 is turned ON. FIG. 17(b) illustrates a change
in radius of a curve. FIG. 17(c) is, in a case where the
starting operation of the LKA 63 is performed, a diagram
illustrating a trend of a torque of the host vehicle in a case
where the starting operation is recognized and a trend of the
torque of the host vehicle in a case where the starting
operation is invalidated. In FIG. 17(c), the trend of the
torque of the host vehicle in a case where the starting
operation of the LKA 63 is recognized is illustrated by a
solid line and the trend of the torque of the host vehicle in
a case where the LKA starting operation is invalidated is
illustrated by a dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 17(b), if
the starting operation of the LKA 63 is recognized, the
applied torque decreases. On the other hand, if the LKA
starting operation is invalidated, the applied torque is kept
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and a trend of the lateral acceleration of the host vehicle in

a case where the starting operation is invalidated. In FIG.
18(c), the trend of the lateral acceleration of the host vehicle
in a case where the release operation of the VSC 64 is
recognized is illustrated by a solid line and the trend of the
lateral acceleration of the host vehicle in a case where the
25

release operation of the VSC 64 is invalidated is illustrated
by a dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 18(c), if the release
operation of the VSC 64 is recognized and the sideslip
prevention control is stopped by the VSC 64, the lateral
acceleration increases. On the other hand, if the release
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COnStant.

FIG. 17(d) is, in a case where the starting operation of the
LKA 63 is performed, a diagram illustrating a trend of a yaw
rate of the host vehicle in a case where the LKA starting
operation is recognized and a trend of the yaw rate of the
host vehicle in a case where the LKA starting operation is
invalidated. In FIG. 17(d), the trend of the yaw rate of the
host vehicle in a case where the starting operation of the
LKA 63 is recognized is illustrated by a solid line, and the
trend of the yaw rate of the host vehicle in a case where the
LKA starting operation is invalidated is illustrated by a
dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 17(d), if the starting
operation of the LKA 63 is recognized, a lane keeping assist
control is performed and the yaw rate increases. On the other

20
hand, if the LKA starting operation is invalidated, since the
lane keeping assist control is not performed, the yaw rate is
kept constant.
In addition, the erroneous operation determination unit
42, in a case where the driver performs turning OFF of the
VSC 64 (release operation) during a waiting period, deter
mines that the release operation is an erroneous operation.
That is because, in a case where there is a possibility of
sideslip of the host vehicle due to diminished consciousness
of the driver, the releasing of the VSC 64 is inappropriate.
FIG. 18(a) illustrates the timing when an operation switch
of the VSC 64 is turned OFF. FIG. 18(b) illustrates a change
in radius of a curve. FIG. 18(c) is, in a case where the
starting operation of the VSC 64 is performed, a diagram
illustrating a trend of a lateral acceleration of the host
vehicle in a case where the release operation is recognized
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operation of the VSC 64 is invalidated, the sideslip preven
tion control is performed and the increase of the lateral
acceleration is Suppressed.
FIG. 18(d) is, in a case where the release operation of the
VSC 64 is performed, a diagram illustrating a trend of a yaw
rate of the host vehicle in a case where the release operation
is recognized and a trend of the yaw rate of the host vehicle
in a case where release operation is invalidated. In FIG.
18(d), the trend of the yaw rate of the host vehicle in a case
where the starting operation of the VSC 64 is recognized is
illustrated by a solid line, and the trend of the yaw rate of the
host vehicle in a case where the VSC release operation is
invalidated is illustrated by a dashed line. As illustrated in
FIG. 18(d), if the release operation of the VSC 64 is
recognized and the sideslip prevention control by the VSC
64 is stopped, the yaw rate increases. On the other hand, if
the release operation of the VSC 64 is invalidated, the
sideslip prevention control is performed and the increase of
the yaw rate is Suppressed.
In addition, the erroneous operation determination unit
42, in a case where the driver operates to turn OFF the PCS
62 (release operation) during a waist time, determines that
the release operation is an erroneous operation. That is
because, there is a possibility of the host vehicle colliding
with an obstacle Such a case as decelerating of a preceding
vehicle or entering of another vehicle and, thus, releasing the
PCS 62 is inappropriate at the time of diminished conscious
ness of the driver.

FIG. 19(a) illustrates the timing when an operation switch
of the PCS 62 is turned OFF. FIG. 19(b) is, in a case where
the release operation of the PCS 62 is performed, a diagram
illustrating a trend of a TTC with respect to the preceding
vehicle in a case where the release operation is recognized
and a trend of the TTC with respect to the preceding vehicle
in a case where the release operation is invalidated. In FIG.
19(b), the trend of the TTC with respect to the preceding
vehicle in a case where the release operation of the PCS 62
is recognized is illustrated by a solid line and a trend of TTC
with respect to the preceding vehicle in a case where the
release operation of the PCS 62 is invalidated is illustrated
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by a dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 190b), if the release
operation of the PCS 62 is recognized and the collision
avoidance assist is stopped by the PCS 62, the TTC with
respect to the preceding vehicle decreases. On the other
hand, if the release operation of the PCS 62 is invalidated,
the collision avoidance assist is performed and the decrease
of the TTC with respect to the preceding vehicle is Sup
pressed.
FIG. 19(c) is, in a case where the release operation of the
PCS 62 is performed, a diagram illustrating a trend of a
vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding vehicle in a case
where the release operation is recognized and a trend of the
vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding vehicle in a case
where release operation is invalidated. In FIG. 18(c), the
trend of the vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding
vehicle in a case where the release operation of the PCS 62
is recognized is illustrated by a solid line, and the trend of
the vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding vehicle in a
case where the release operation of the PCS 62 is invalidated
is illustrated by a dashed line. As illustrated in FIG. 18(c),
if the release operation of the PCS 62 is recognized and the
collision avoidance assist by the PCS 62 is stopped, the
vehicle-to-vehicle distance to the preceding vehicle
decreases. On the other hand, if the release operation of the
PCS 62 is invalidated, the collision avoidance assist is

performed and the decrease of the vehicle-to-vehicle dis
tance to the preceding vehicle is suppressed.
According to the drive assist device described above,
since it is determined whether or not the starting operation
or the release operation by the driver for the drive assist is
an erroneous operation, it is possible to detect the dangerous
operation or the release operation for the drive assist can be
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erroneous operation determination unit
risk level acquisition unit
control unit
drive assist HMI
drive assist unit
actuatOr

drive recorder
notification unit

a controller configured to:
perform a collision avoidance function by calculating a
time (TTC) that the vehicle will take to reach an object,
and performing the collision avoidance function based
on a comparison between the calculated time (TTC)
and a predetermined time interval;
inquire of a driver, after receiving the control start signal
from the detector, whether the driver consents the

emergency evacuation control, and receive a reply
permitting performing of the emergency evacuation
control from the driver; and
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perform the emergency evacuation control in response to
the receiving the reply permitting the performing of the
emergency evacuation control from the driver,
wherein the controller is further configured to, during a
period from a time of receiving the control start signal
from the detector to a time of receiving the reply
permitting the performing of the emergency evacuation
control from the driver by the controller, activate a
preventive drive assist function configured to prevent
an erroneous operation of the vehicle, and increase a
length of the predetermined time interval.
2. The drive assist device according to claim 1, further
comprising one or more sensors configured to sense travel
ing information of the vehicle and to sense environmental
information regarding an environment Surrounding the
vehicle,

50

wherein the controller is further configured to:
acquire the traveling information of the vehicle and the
environmental information regarding the environ
ment Surrounding the vehicle from the one or more
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determine a risk level that the vehicle collides with an

assist device that has the same function as the LKA 63

instead of the LKA 63. Furthermore, the drive assist device

1 may use a horizontal slip prevention control device that
has the same function as the VSC 64 instead of the VSC 64.

The drive assist unit 60 may include drive assist devices that

switch
determination control unit
consent confirmation unit

and

avoidance assist device that has the same function as the

PCS 62 instead of the PCS 62, and may use a lane keeping

physiological measurement device
gaZe and face direction measurement device

1. A drive assist device comprising:
a detector configured to output a control start signal to
initiate an emergency evacuation control of a vehicle:

in first to fourth embodiments, the determination control unit

40 includes both of the erroneous operation determination
unit 42 and the risk level acquisition unit 43, however, may
include any one of them.
In addition, the drive assist device 1 may use a collision

driver state detection unit

The invention claimed is:

detected. In addition, in a case where it is determined that the

starting operation or the release operation by the driver for
the drive assist by the drive assist unit 60 is an erroneous
operation, the control unit 44 invalidates the starting opera
tion or the release operation by the driver for the drive assist.
For this reason, according to the drive assist device, it is
possible to prevent the dangerous operation or the release
operation for the drive assist from being performed.
The preferred embodiments of the present invention are
described as above. However, the present invention is not
limited to the embodiments described above. For example,

30:
31:
32:
33:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
50:
60:
TO:
80:
90:

Sensors;

are different from the ACC 61, the PCS 62, the LKA 63, and

obstacle base on at least one of the traveling infor

the VSC 64. For example, the drive assist unit 60 may
include a lane departure warning assist device, and the
control unit 44 may invalidate the driver's starting operation
or the release operation of the lane departure warning assist

adjust the preventive drive assist function based on the

mation and the environmental information; and
risk level.
60

device.

level increases.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

1: drive assist device,

10: environmental information acquisition unit
20: traveling information acquisition unit

3. The drive assist device according to claim 2,
wherein the controller is further configured to continually
adjust the preventive drive assist function as the risk
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4. The drive assist device according to claim 2,
wherein the controller is further configured to increase the
risk level in response to the vehicle entering an inter
section.
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5. The drive assist device according to claim 2,
wherein the controller is further configured to increase the
risk level in response to the vehicle coming within a
predetermined distance from an intersection.
6. The drive assist device according to claim 2,
wherein the controller is further configured to increase the
risk level in response to:
a steering amount of a steering wheel by the driver being
equal to or Smaller than a predetermined steering
amount, and

a lateral acceleration of the vehicle being equal to or
larger than a predetermined lateral acceleration or an
amount of change in yaw rate being equal to higher
than a predetermined amount of change in yaw rate.
7. The drive assist device according to claim 1,
wherein the detector comprises a switch operable by the
driver.

8. The drive assist device according claim 1, wherein the
controller is further configured to:
determine that a driving operation by the driver is an
erroneous operation, and
in response to determining that the driving operation by
the driver is an erroneous operation, adjust the preven
tive drive assist function.
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9. The drive assist device according claim 8.
wherein the controller is further configured to determine
that a driving operation wherein a variation of a steer
ing angle of the driver's steering over time is equal to
or larger than a predetermined variation of the steering
angle over time is an erroneous operation.
10. The drive assist device according claim 8.
wherein the controller is further configured to determine
that a driving operation wherein a variation of a throttle
opening by the driver over time is equal to or larger
than a predetermined variation of a throttle opening
over time is an erroneous operation.
11. The drive assist device according to claim 8.
wherein the controller is further configured to determine
that a starting operation of the preventive drive assist
by the driver is an erroneous operation.
12. The drive assist device according to claim 8.
wherein the controller is further configured to determine
that a release operation of the preventive drive assist by
the driver is an erroneous operation.
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